The mormyromast region of the mormyrid electrosensory lobe. II. Responses to input from central sources.
This is the second in a series of two papers on the mormyromast regions of the electrosensory lobe (ELL) of mormyrid electric fish. In this study, we examined the effects of artificial stimulation of two of the three major central inputs to ELL on different morphologically identified cell types of ELL. The three major central inputs to ELL are the eminentia granularis posterior, the juxtalobar nucleus, and the preeminential nucleus. We stimulated the juxtalobar and preeminential nuclei. We compared the effects of such stimulation with effects of the electric organ corollary discharge (EOCD) on the same cells to understand the origins of EOCD effects in ELL. Responses to juxtalobar stimulation were different in different cell types and remarkably similar to corollary discharge responses in the same cells. In addition, responses to juxtalobar stimulation were consistently depressed when the stimulus was delivered immediately after the naturally occurring EOCD response. These findings indicate that the juxtalobar nucleus is a major source of the EOCD responses of ELL cells. In contrast, preeminential stimulation evoked similar responses in medium ganglionic cells, and the two types of efferent cells that were quite different from the EOCD responses of these cells, suggesting that the preeminential nucleus is less important than the juxtalobar nucleus in determining the EOCD responses of ELL cells. Preeminential responses of medium ganglionic and efferent cells consisted of a short-latency excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) followed by a long-lasting inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP). Both the EPSPs and IPSPs were facilitated when brief bursts of closely spaced stimuli were delivered.